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Dental diseases and their treatment in the older population

Demographic changes and an increasing number of older adults is a big challenge for the oral health care in all the Nordic countries. The risk for dental diseases increases in older populations because morbidity, and reduced daily functioning and cognition complicate oral hygiene practices and the ability to organise dental visits. Further, many morbidities and multiple drugs have effects on salivary flow which increases the risk for dental caries. On the other hand, aging itself has effects on the immune system, increasing the severity of periodontitis and the prevalence of oral mucosal diseases, for example. Consequently, dental diseases seem to be concentrating in older age groups. This article aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the unique aspects of dental diseases among older people, emphasizing the occurrence of root caries and periodontal diseases, which are the main dental diseases that typically involve a large number of dentate older people. It also attempts to describe management strategies and highlights minimally invasive treatment concepts for older people.

In many western countries the new generations of the older people will be more healthy, more wealthy, better educated and will make greater demands on health services than the older people today. On the other hand, as the number of older people is growing, so also is the number of very old, frail and dependent older people.

Oral health needs will be significantly affected by changes in health status, in attitudes and behaviour. Currently, the oral health of older individuals is improving rapidly, and the number of persons who have retained their own teeth is increasing. The WHO recommendation for adequate occlusion, 20 natural teeth, has almost been achieved in Sweden in the oldest age groups (3) but in Finland the oldest age groups have about 10 teeth (4). This article aims to give the reader a comprehensive overview about the features of dental diseases among older people, emphasising the occurrence of root caries and periodontal diseases, which are the main dental diseases typically involving large number of dentate older people. It also attempts to describe management strategies and treatment concepts for older people with different degrees of treatability.

Heads

- Cumulative gingival recessions in the old people increase the risk of root caries by creating more surfaces at risk and by making these areas more difficult to clean adequately.
- Minimal intervention dentistry (MID) should be followed to manage dental caries in older adults.
- Conventional glass ionomer cements (GICs) or resin modified GICs are often the most appropriate filling materials for root caries lesions.
- Endodontic treatment can be difficult due to obliterated root canals and older patients’ limited ability to withstand lengthy appointments. The rationale for maintaining endodontically compromised teeth should be carefully considered.
- Periodontal diseases can be treated successfully in older patients and periodontal health can be maintained. Non-surgical periodontal therapy may be the only feasible option for older people who cannot maintain proper oral hygiene.
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Dental caries
Dental caries is an infectious disease caused by acidogenic microorganisms, which dissolve enamel, cementum and dentine. The main risk factors for dental caries among older people are poor oral hygiene, poor diet and hyposalivation (5). There is a global trend towards a decrease in untreated caries among children and untreated caries seems to be more prevalent among older populations (6). Globally, there are three peaks in the incidence of caries, at 6, 25 and 70 years, although the incidence and prevalence vary between countries (6). In Finland, the national Health 2011 survey revealed that caries was most common among 75 years old and older age groups. More than half of men and 21 % of women in this age group had at least one tooth with a caries lesion (4).

The location of caries lesions is determined by the retention of microbial deposits (7). Kotsanos and Darling (1991) have reported decreasing susceptibility of enamel to artificial caries with age (8). This was explained by the completion of mineralisation of the outer enamel and by a reduction in the permeability of enamel with age. However, the fluoride content of the mid-coronal buccal surface enamel was found to decrease post-eruptively. This latter observation is in accordance with the finding of Kidd et al. (1984), that the abraded enamel of old individuals develops more extensive artificial caries lesions than does the intact enamel of their younger counterparts (9). It thus seems that the risk of developing enamel caries lesions does not decline with age.

During aging, the dentine becomes more sclerotic, which diminishes the susceptibility of dentine to dental caries (10). This sclerotic dentine with intra- and inter-hypermineralised dentinal tubules, cannot be etched adequately, which reduces the dentinal seal of composite resins. Preparation of retention grooves into the cavity among older people is needed.

Root caries
As a result of periodontal diseases and attachment loss, gingival recessions become frequent in older people (Fig. 1). Exposed root surfaces are more vulnerable to destruction than is the enamel. The root surface is rough, thus retaining more dental plaque than enamel. Root dentine and cement include less unorganic material but more organic material when compared with enamel. Further, hydroxyapatite crystals in root dentine are clearly smaller and few and far between and therefore root dentine is more vulnerable to acid attack (11). As a consequence, in acid attack, mineral on the root surface is lost at a higher pH and during a longer time when compared with enamel.

Primary demineralisation of root exposes collagen fibrils, which can lead to greater breakdown of dentine (12). Root caries lesions usually spread by covering a large surface area rather than penetrating deeply into tooth structure. Circumferential spreading of root surface caries weakens the tooth structure and increases the risk of crown fractures (Fig. 2).

The prevalence of root caries among older people has been high in most studies on older adults (13–15), although Henriksen (2004) concluded that caries was a minor problem in older Norwegians (16). In recent studies, root caries lesions have been associated with previous restorations, most notably prosthetic crowns and with decrease in functional ability and cognitive function (14,17). Frequent sugar intake, poor oral hygiene and use of removable partial dentures have been associated with large increases in the risk of root caries (18). Cumulative gingival recession also increases the risk of root caries by creating more surfaces at risk and by making these areas more difficult to clean adequately.

Splieth et al. (2004) also confirmed an increase in the root caries index (4.6–10.6 %) in a longitudinal study on older people in Germany (19). Shah and Sundram (2004) showed in their study that older urban Indians from higher socio-economic groups had a higher proportion of carious teeth (2/3 of their lesions were root caries) than rural older Indians in lower socio-economic and literacy groups, contradicting a previous study in Scandinavian older people (13,20). Fure’s (2003) longitudinal study on Swedish older people showed that the incidence of coronal caries decreased, while the incidence of root caries increased with age, with highest increase in the oldest age group (21).

Management of caries
In healthy older people, restorative treatment of caries lesions does not differ from that of normal adult patients. With modern restorative materials, a whole treatment concept ought to be based on a philosophy of tissue preservation. However, adhesive bonding can be challenging when only a minimal amount of enamel remains and the bonding is performed on sclerotic dentine. Minimal intervention dentistry (MID) is an evidence-based approach to managing dental caries (22). The principles of...
Minimally invasive cavity preparation is preferred and includes following four key points (27):

1) Tooth substance removal is minimised so that the preparation follows the shape of the caries lesion. Sufficient tissue is removed to allow instrumental and visual access to the cavity in order to achieve a marginal bond.
2) Demineralised dentine is removed from the periphery of the cavity in order to achieve a marginal bond.
3) A flat cavity floor is not needed.
4) Prepare rounded internal cavity angles, no dovetails or occlusal keys are needed. Small retention slots may be used in order to reduce stress on the bond.

Dentine contains significant amounts of water and organic material, which makes adhesive bonding challenging. Bonding to caries-affected dentine becomes even more difficult because of its softness and mineral deposits within the dentinal tubules (28).

GICs and resin composites are currently used to restore root lesions. GIC is optimal in achieving long-term chemical adhesion to dentine and enamel. This adhesion is achieved by an ion exchange mechanism by which a stable acid resistant “ion exchange layer” is created which prevents bacterial contamination of the dental pulp and microleakage (29,30).

Fluoride ion release and uptake associated with the filling materials is particularly advantageous for those with high susceptibility to dental caries. When considering the role of fluoride ion release, it is easy to classify glass ionomer cements as therapeutic restorative materials. There is evidence that GIC restorations may make root surfaces resistant to the cariogenic effects of oral biofilm (31). The disadvantages of GICs include low mechanical resistance and sensitivity to dehydration.

Resin-modified GICs were developed to overcome the disadvantages of the conventional GICs, and to increase the number of clinical applications. When compared with conventional cure GICs, the resin-modified materials are generally better in terms
of immediate strength and aesthetics, but high polymerisation shrinkage may cause problems with marginal sealing and retention. Due to their advantages, the World Dental Federation (FDI) has recommended the use of conventional and resin modified GICs as materials of choice for the restoration of root caries lesions. It should be borne in mind that recently placed GIC restorations should be protected from dehydration and, on the other hand, from water uptake from saliva by varnish (32).

Nowadays, in many third world countries, GICs are used to control caries, e.g. in so-called atraumatic restorative treatment technique (ART). ART technique involves caries removal with hand instruments instead of rotating instruments. The ART technique together with traditional and resin modified GIC as a filling material have shown promising results (33). Good experiences with ART technique indicates that it could be useful in the treatment of older patients with limited or no access to traditional dental offices. Equal survival rates for GIC restorations have been reported in irradiated patients treated with ART technique and conventional cavity preparation with rotating instruments (34).

Less recurrent caries has been reported with conventional GICs compared with composite materials (35). However, McComb et al. (2002) reported higher failure rates for conventional GICs vs. composite resin fillings in compliant users (36). In terms of restorative materials’ erosion, GICs have shown significantly more surface loss when compared with resin modified GICs and composite resin restorations (35). In many cases, root surface restorations extend partly on the enamel surface, which can explain the favourable outcomes for resin composite restorations in some studies (35).

Based on the available literature, it appears that in the older people compliant with fluoride advice and good oral hygiene, resin composite restorations would be the most appropriate material. Care should be taken, however, when placing the composite resin restorations. Good access and moisture control are mandatory. This can be achieved by using class V matrices or by placing retraction cord in the periodontal sulcus (Fig. 3). With advancing age and increasing use of medications, oral hygiene is impaired in many elderly patients and it appears that conventional GICs or resin modified GICs may be the most appropriate material for treating root caries lesions (37). Use of a conditioner in the preparation of conventional GIC cavity and varnish on the filling are preferred.

Endodontic considerations

The appropriateness of preserving a tooth should be carefully considered prior to endodontic treatment. The decision-making process should be guided by the strategic importance of the tooth. It may be important for preserving an intact dental arch, for providing retention for removable prostheses, for retaining fixed dental prostheses, for the maintenance of reduced dentition in a shortened dental arch, for retaining a root supported overdenture or for preserving the bone. Costs of the treatment should also be considered (38).

Older people’s healing response to high quality root canal treatment is as good as in younger individuals (39). However, often the biggest challenge in the endodontic treatment involves the duration of the appointment. Dementia and tremor, as in patients with Parkinson’s disease, may lead to poor compliance with the treatment, which can be a contraindication for endodontic intervention.

Circumferential spreading of root caries lesions weakens the tooth structure significantly. In many cases, only a narrow dentine bridge connects the crown of a tooth to the root, which is surrounded by sound bony structure. This can make root canal treatment difficult or even impossible, as good access to root canals requires sufficient preparation of coronal dentin.

In older people, root canals are usually partly obliterated by the formation of secondary or reparative dentin and even opening the root canal can be challenging (Fig. 4). Open root canals are usually found deep in the root, which complicates the search for the canal opening and can prolong the treatment session. Pulp fibrosis is usually present in old root canals, which makes it less sensitive and difficult to confirm pulp vitality. Many endodontic diseases arise without an elderly patient being aware of them (40).

Besides opening the obliterated root canals, the biggest obstacle is that older patients’ ability to open the mouth sufficiently for canal instrumentation or for placement of the rubber dam (38).

Periodontal tissues and management of periodontal diseases

Periodontal diseases are common among older persons. According to the Health 2011 Survey in Finland, the prevalence of periodontal diseases, measured by having at least one deepened periodontal pocket, was highest among 75+ year old persons; 85 % among men and 71 % among women in this age group (4). In Sweden, the prevalence of periodontitis in the age group of 81 years older, determined by having at least two periodontal pockets of 5mm or more, was 29 % in women and 36 % in men. The most severe periodontitis was in the oldest men.
Thus, severe periodontal conditions seem to concentrate in the older age groups (41).

Preservation of periodontal health is important for older patients. Periodontal infection and inflammations are likely to impair oral function and reduce quality of life and periodontal disease related low graded systemic inflammation increases a patient’s risk of developing severe chronic systemic diseases. Periodontal disease has been associated with morbidities, such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, asthma, COPD, pneumonia, rheumatoid arthritis, kidney disease and dementia (42). Treatment of periodontal infection has been shown to improve the glycaemic control in diabetes (43), decrease CRP (44) and improve endothelial function (44).

It has been shown that older people develop more gingivitis than young subjects in the absence of oral hygiene (Holm-Pedersen et al. 1975 (45), Fransson et al. 1996 (46)) but no difference was observed in the rate of gingival healing after beginning oral hygiene (Holm-Pedersen et al. 1975 (45)). Dental plaque formation was the same in the old and in younger subjects (Fransson et al. 1996 (46)). A decreased host response to plaque microorganisms with advancing age has been suggested to lead to increased inflammatory reaction in the gingivae of the old adults (47). Thus, good oral hygiene is especially important for the dentate older people, but despite their good cleaning efforts, it is often inadequate (48). Frequent periodontal maintenance treatments that can be performed by a dental hygienist should be part of older adults’ oral health care programs.

The effects of chronic conditions, illnesses and medications on the ability of the older patients to accept treatment must be understood if periodontal care is to have a reasonable chance of success. Non-surgical periodontal therapy may be the only feasible option for old people who cannot maintain proper oral hygiene.

It must be born in mind that periodontal diseases per se can be treated successfully in the aged and periodontal health can be maintained (49).

Management strategies of dental diseases in older people
The main principles in the treatment of dental diseases among older people include (Modified from Størksen, 2001(50) by A-M S): 1) Management of pain; 2) Treatment of oral infections such as gingivitis, periodontitis, dental caries, endodontic infections and oral mucosal infections; 3) Instruction to the patient or caregiver or nurse about adequate oral hygiene and preventive methods; 4) Performing restorative and prosthetic treatment.

The overall primary aim is to maintain good oral health related quality of life and the ability to eat as well as possible. Some contents of the management strategies may not be applicable in all Nordic countries due to national regimes or restrictions.

Decreased immunity
Frail older persons have decreased immunity, so the dentist should consider antibiotic prophylaxis for periodontal treatment and dental extractions. Antibiotic prophylaxis should also be used for those taking immunosuppressive drugs, such as methotrexate, denosumabi, biological anti-rheumatic drugs and also for those with diseases which impair immunity, such as diabetes, congestive heart failure, malignancies and hepatic and renal diseases.

Periodontal and restorative treatment provided to older people depends on their compliance with treatment
Modified from Ghezzi& Ship, 2000 (51) by A-MS:

A) Good treatability
Older people with good treatability are those who live at home and have good physical and cognitive health. If oral hygiene is good, older persons can be treated just like younger persons. The periodontal hygienic phase is the basic treatment for all older people. When treatability is good, subgingival microbial samples with adjunct antimicrobial therapy and occlusal adjustment, periodontal surgery and implant surgery are possible. Good oral hygiene and a commitment to maintenance care are needed when periodontal or implant surgery are planned. Low dose doxycyclin therapy may also be used to reduce periodontal inflammation in most susceptible persons.

Caries risk factors have to be determined (poor oral hygiene, diet, hyposalivation) and those risk factors must be eliminated or reduced. Incipient lesions are arrested by toothpaste including 5000 mg/L F and adequate oral hygiene instructions must be provided. Electric toothbrushes and diet counselling are recommended and regular recall appointments should be organised. Xerostomia symptoms can be relieved by water, saliva substitutes, olive oil and xylitol lozenges. All restorative materials can be used with the basic principle of preserving tooth structure as much as possible. If there is dental plaque on root surfaces, glass ionomer cement and sometimes even amalgam are preferred to composites as filling material for root caries. Amalgam is often the best filling material to endure saliva and blood in challenging marginal and subgingival cavities. However, in some countries, for example in Sweden, the use of amalgam is forbidden. Endodontic and prosthetic treatments are possible for older people with good treatability.

B) Moderate treatability
When the treatability is moderate, daily functioning is decreased due to cognitive and physical morbidities and medications. These older persons live at home with the aid of spouse or nurse or they live in sheltered homes. The risks for poor periodontal conditions entail susceptibility to periodontal disease, diabetes, poor oral hygiene and lack of maintenance care. In such cases, a periodontal hygiene phase is planned and, if there are 6mm or deeper periodontal pockets after the periodontal hygiene phase, repeated instrumentation is undertaken. No periodontal surgery is undertaken for these older people. Without good healing, 6mm or deeper bleeding periodontal pockets have a poor prognosis and extraction may be preferred. Furcation involvements with 4–5 mm horizontal attachment loss can be treated successfully by
maintenance care with ultrasonic tips, if moderately good oral hygiene can be maintained. More severe attachment loss in furcation areas indicates tooth extraction.

In cases of moderate treatability, caries risk factors include poor oral hygiene and hyposalivation. The diet may also be cariogenic. Because oral hygiene may be poor, glass ionomer cement and even amalgam are preferred to composites as filling material for root caries. These older persons need help with daily oral hygiene practices and a spouse or a nurse may help to maintain oral hygiene with an electric toothbrush, dental floss or interdental brush. Toothpaste including 5,000 mg/L F, diet counselling and elimination of xerostomia symptoms are advised. Regular recall appointments should be organised. Periapical infections indicate extractions. Adapting to new dental prostheses may be impossible. Therefore, rebasing previous dental prosthesis and duplicate dentures are preferred.

C. Poor or extremely poor treatability

Treatability is poor or extremely poor when daily functioning is severely decreased due to cognitive and physical morbidities and medications. Such older persons live in sheltered homes or nursing homes. Then, self-performed oral hygiene may be poor, with the nurse maintaining oral hygiene. The risks of poor periodontal conditions are diabetes, poor oral hygiene and lack of maintenance care. The risk factors for dental caries may be low saliva secretion due to the many drugs used, and poor oral hygiene. Diet may also include cariogenic items. Education of nurses to perform daily oral hygiene practices and use of 5,000 mg/L F toothpaste is needed. Lack of co-operation in oral hygiene practices may be a problem. The aim is to treat oral pain, oral infections, gingivitis, periodontitis and dental caries as well as possible. Further, the aim is to preserve the dentition without any new dental carious lesions and to arrest incipient carious lesions, prevent dental pain, arrest periodontal attachment loss and gingival inflammation and maintain the ability to eat. Altogether the aim is to maintain oral health related quality of life as well as possible. Restorative treatment and the periodontal hygiene phase may be possible using oral sedatives. GIC and/or amalgam are preferred as filling materials for root caries. In cases of teeth with severe periodontal disease and periapical infections, extraction is to be preferred. But in risk patients, for example those very frail, or immune-compromised, using bisphosphonates, anticoagulants and having endocarditis, extraction may not be an option and antibiotics and analgesics are used as symptomatic care. Mashed food with vitamin and energy supplements are needed if the older person has poor masticatory function such as few or no natural teeth and do not adapt to use dental prostheses.
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